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Sexism surveyed at S.U.

Out of the 18 students, seven
students felt that discrimination
was not present, not having personally experiencedit. But some
expressed the feeling that the
problem did exist.

may be obnoxious but goodlooking."
Villelli, senior,
"Raisin"
education, felt that certain
teachers subjected women to
"degrading remarks."

by Josephine Mallo
Ina random survey conducted

at Bellarmine dining hall during
regular dinner hours,18students
were interviewed for their comment on the question, "As an
S.U. student, do you think that
there is any discrimination
against women in classes by
teachers?"
Some commented that there
was a majority of either men or
women in their classes and discrimination was hard to gauge in
that situation. Others stated that
teacher preference swung either
way. Still others felt that there
were valid cases of discrimination.
The majority, seven students
who answered, stated that they
were unaware of discrimination
and felt each student had equal
opportunities.

Senate decides
top priorities
by Susan Burkhart
members will be from academic
What do you do with a list of areas, labor, industry, and
government.
priorities?

The ASSU senate faced this
dilemma during Monday night's
meeting after a discussion of a
four-page list of suggestions for
improvement at S.U.
They decided to choose five to
seven priorities to work onduring the summer.

..

.

grees."
and Drusilla
both nursing
students in their sophomore
year, commented that nursing
classes were generallycomposed
of women. Christina Sata,
medical records, sth year student, agreed, saying that her
classes were comprised mainly of
women.
Dave Moss, junior, civil
engineering, presented the opposite view of the situation saying, "Most of my classes do not
have women so there isn't much
to base my opinion on.Idon't see
what your basis is for asking
your question.
"Many times male teachers
give more preference to women
in class," he concluded.
Toli Tima

Kamimoto,

STUDENTS
SOME
interviewed felt that there was
discrimination against women,
but in varying degrees.
"I think that there is discrimination because classes are
geared toward men rather than
women," Don Lawrence, junior,
political science, commented.
"Once in a while," Rhonda
Rudman,
sophomore,
humanities, believed that there
was some discrimination.
Fred Cooley, freshman,
biology, stated,"sometimes, but
it's because they (certain women)

SENATORS WHO would be
available during the summer will
meet with Fr. Mick Larkin, S.J.,
directorof student activities,and
Bob Casey, ASSU first vice
think there is any discrimina- president, for a special summer
tion."
committee. The committee will
Walker explained that
Hector Velasco, sophomore, make long term and shortrange cheerleaders were not consulted
political science, felt that there recommendations on .priorities. about the billahead of time. He
was equal opportunity and an
stated that the cheerleaders did
Senators volunteering for the not
equal chance for every student.
favor the bill.
committee are Ed
Discrimination did not exist summer
Brian Healy, finance comaaron, Josetta Bradley, Tim
on campus for Roland Biscoe, Brown, Tom
Blum,
Healy mittee chairman, reported that
Brian
sophomore, general studies, but
the budget discussions were
admitted that some "male and Jim Walsh.
progressing slowly. The Univerprofessors may discriminate
SPEAKING FOR a group of sity has not informed the senate
against women for reasons
teachers in humanities, Thomas as to how much money it will,
against women'slib."
J. Trebon asked ASSU to receive,accordingto Bob Casey.
"No, none of my teachers have allocate $1000 to help provide
been," Judy Bernt,sophomorein speakers for a free programconThe appointment of Casey
education, commented. "They cerning "Democracy in An Age Collins to the judicial board was
have all seemed fair, but ihave of Scarcity: Can We Avoid approved.
heard that there are some 1984?"
Dirk Bartram and Marsha
teachers (who discriminate
Martin
had excused absenses.
Seven
sessions
will
three-hour
against women).But Ihavenever
abexperienced it myself," she con- be presented on Tuesday nights Loretta Williams was also
sent.
from
Oct.
14
to
Nov.
28.
Panel
cluded.

AWS chairpersons elected

Chairpersons for a new
Associated Women Students
(AWS) were elected last Friday.
Maureen Fayen won thecoordinating chairperson post over
unit at a Tacoma hospital.
Susan Shei kh- Hassan.
He soon will be transferred to Rosemary Conlon defeated
a Seattle hospital and remain Marie Ary for research chairperhospitalized for two more weeks. son.

Heart attack fells Pat Hayes
Pat Hayes, S.U. sports information director, suffered a heart
attack while playing golf Monday morning. He is in stable
condition in the intensive care

JIM WALKER, ASSU presihe vetoed
s.b. 75-18 which proposed
changing the cheerleader selection procedures when theincumbent cheerleaders choose new
persons to fill their positions.
dent, explained why

EDDIE LABRADOR,
OTHERS STATED that they
general studies, comfreshman,
gauge
any
could not
discrimination at all, due to a majority of mented, "I feel that there are
either men or women in their more females coming to this
school than males, so Ido not
classes.

". discrimination
against women,
but in varying de-

The ASSU passed a bill
allocating the requested $ 1000 to
the group. Up to 80 per cent
of the funds will be matched by
the Washington Commission for
the Humanities. The total budget
for the project is $29,000.

The other four posts had but
one candidate apiece, tagging
Julie Campbell as educational
program chairperson, Elise
Bowden as workshop/support
group chairperson, Ann
public
as
Venables
relations/ publication chairperson and Donna Drouin as

Sun, wind, boating highlight ASSU picnic

budget/finance chairperson.
About 160 women voted; a
figure that the present AWS
president, Kay Kindt, considers
"very good" in comparison with

ASSU elections in which both

men and women vote.
The six replace the AWS'

current president, vice president,
secretary-treasurer system.

Inauguration of newofficers is
tonight in a private ceremony
with takeover scheduled for
tomorrow.

Outgoing officers are Kay

Kindt, president; Lenore Cote,
by John Sutherland
Come rain, wind, thunder, lightning and even sunshine, the
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ASSU finally held their spring picnic last Saturday.The weather
cooperated most of the time, with all of the above mentioned
elements present at one time or another.
The picnic was held at Seward Park on the shores of Lake
Washington. An estimated 200students attended the eventaccording
to Jim Walker, ASSU president.
HOT r)()<;s« P<'t"to salad, beans, lemonade and beer were
available in ample supply for ravenous and thirsty students. It was
apparant that S.U. students weren't teh only ones to partake of the
ASSU supplied food, as severaladults andcholdrenwandered by the
picnic area and helped themselves to food.
Activities besides eating and drinking consisted of frisbee
tossing, sun bathing, water skiing, speed boat riding and canoeing.
Several S.U. students displayed their skill on water skis, though
wake from theboats created abit of rough water for the canoeists.
One skier took a head-first dive after hitting a big roller, but rose to
the surface unhurt.
THIS WRITER had an interesting experience while canoeing.
Iwo gentlemen were fishing offshore, their lines lying on the lake's
surface. As my partner and Iapproached their position,a speed boat
raced past,pushing our canoe across their lines. This evoked a storm

of profanity comparable to the buckets of rain which fell later in the
afternoon.
gPßf^*^^
SgsßM
icalmly tried to explain to the gentlemen that it was an accident
**
and that as long as we didn't paddle, their lines would remain
WS^m
unharmed. But the shouting continued, with a warning not to come
iWSgjy^i^S
N^j£|gjag
»Sjp|lJH
ashore in their area. I've seen impoliteness before, but those two
gentlemen,
without doubt rank number one.
Jvw%^T-'
4 p.m. the wind was whipping up the water, making it rough
KKjjW^^R-^y^.^yjffife;
By
<
llu' canoe sts 'here was an unconfirmed report of a canoe
1 "'^fc**K'^P^j|
'
capsizing, and the fully dressed, shivering person 1 observed seemed
55El|
3^*jp2NECft->
'
to confirm the rumors.
3*££*j|P
apWpgE|jii)N|fegL. ,
mass cx°d us °f students began shortly thereafter, leaving a
JDiftli
JH&fcfrS^'wSynsfl^***"'. : '<"
deserted beach and litter on the ground. By 5 p.m. when the last bus
■jß^^a
loaded, there were only seven students left to cram aboard. A slight
jjy^K^w
]■*">".', rctJHK
patter of rain began and before the bus got underway it had turned
mto a downpor, drumming a heavy beat on the bus' rooftop.
■rVwQIMI
'*"'"%>''
"*■**■
The picnic was fun. Where else can you experience the weather
'
'-1»v *%#!?»! WWBl**s
:jlmOm^^^me^^%SimLSmJt&l^*W7
A^ * SfSJi'
tor all seasons and at the same time enjoy yourself other than at an
photo by mike heaton ASSU sponsored function?
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vice president; and Maureen

Blackburn, secretary-treasurer.

Student to
be intern

How would youlike tospend a
summer in the South Pacific and
get paid for it? That is what one
S.U. student will be doing in
June.
Josephine Mallo, S.U. journalism major, has been chosen
from among 40 applicants to be
one of five interns working in a
summer internshipprogram with
the Pacific Daily News, a Guam
newspaper.

BORN AND raised onGuam,
Ms. Mallo will cover such beats
as courts, police stations, juries
and hospitals with a regular
reporter for 12 weeks as a general
assignment reporter. She will
receive $110- per week.
"Ilook forward to aprofitable
learning experience this
summer," she said.
The program gave first priority to juniors in good-standing,
enrolled in a school of journalism. Minimum requirement
was a high school diploma.
Ms. Mallo hopes to return to
Guam to work as a reporter.Her
education at S.U is financed bya
Government of Guam
scholarship which requires that
she return to Guam and work
there for aminimum of one year.

.

New editorial staffplucked
by Nath Weber
The breath-taking migration
of Spectator staff members
which occurs annually spring
quarter took place last week.
Four editors werenamed to head
the staff for the remainder of the
quarter and next year.

CURTIS, alias

CHUCK

"Corner", is the Spectator's
veteran sports editor.

Curtis, a junior in secondary
education, is surprisingly into

sports, particularly
volleyball, basketball and softball. He isa member of the S.U.
volleyball team as well asretaining the best statistics on the Spec
most

All-Star team.
Better coverage is Curtis' goal
for next year's sports page. "I'd

JOSEPH GUPPY,a junior in
English-journalism, assumes the
position of public affairs editor,
a newly established position that
focuses on local and national
politics.
"We're going to whip this
paper into shape," Guppy
forecasted.
"I'm a traditionalist so Ithink
the paper should includemore of
the traditional college studentoriented subjects," Guppy said.
"More emphasis should be placed on music and art and the
political issues such as environment, drug and alcohol laws and
minority issues."
JOSIE MALLO, junior in
journalism, is copy editor. Ms.
Mallo has reported for The Spectator for one year and will do an
internship in Guam this summer.
A native of Guam, Ms. Mallo
is partial to Guamanian food,
especially kelaguen which
resembles a dish of shredded
fried chicken with coconut and

like to get more thanone view on
the page," he said.
Curtis would like to build a
sports staff so that the events can
be covered in person, not from
statistics sheets. He encourages
anyone interested in writing
lemon.
sports to see him.

Although Ms. Mallo foresees
hard work ahead on The Spectator, she admits "the novelty
still hasn't worn off."

JOHN SUTHERLAND, a
freshman in journalism, takes
the number two position as news
editor.
Sutherland first got into journalism because he got bored with
accounting. "Journalism sounded good," he said.
Besides typing, Sutherlandenjoys sports, such as golf and
softball.
Sutherland would like to see
The Spectator establish better
credibility with the campus, but
also stresses that it is not a
professional newspaper. He encourages constructive criticism
of The Spectator.
Jeffrey E. A. Rietveld, editor
emeritus, and his staff are now
added to the McCusker Hall of
Fame and
— will go down with the
building in history, that is.

Letters to the editor
congratulations
To the editor:

Just a hurried note to congratulate those students who
wereunable to resist thelure ofa
summer in Italy. Iam confident
that under the sage guidance of
Fr. Bisciglia, the S.U.studentsin
Rome will experience the most
abundant summer of their lives.
All the expanse and depth of the
human world is concentrated in
Italy where the complexity of
cultural energies and points of
view are exerted across sharply
contrasting institutionalsurfaces
and layers that stagger the imagination.
Although Iam still repaying a
loan which made possible my
study in Italy some ten yearsago,
Iregard it, nonetheless, as the
best investment 1 have ever
made. Buon Estate!
Professor Patrick Burke
Department of Philosophy

concern

honors continue, as such, with
some few exceptions, the vast
majority of "intellectuals,"which
it produces, will remain extremely underdeveloped in this ever
contracting world, which
demands increased relationships
with all types of peoples and
ideologies. Iwouldhope that the
committee reviewing the
program would take this point
into consideration.
Robert E. Flor
Assistant Director
Office of Minority Affairs

foolish
To the editor:
Iwould like to take issue with
Mr. Guppy's argument for

stronger consumer legislation. It
is just the kind of foolish, uncritical, non-thinking kind of
American like "Jake College"
that Irefuse to bail out of his
consumptive dilemmas with my
tax dollar.

Granted, large corporations
quick-money ad men often
as
To the editor;
rob the unsuspecting American
Iread with some interest your public. But Idon't want more
article on the honors program laws to "take care" of me.
(Friday, May 9, 1975), since I Number one, we should make
have encouraged a few students sure what laws we do have really
to enroll in it.
work with no loop holes to slip
My continuingconcern,regar- through. However, Ithink the
ding the program, centers on its primary need is for people to
narrow perspectives and not its educate themselves to their own
academic rigor. No doubt, it is consumptive habits and acquire
arduous. The program's total some critical awareness. If Jake
focus, however, is with "the wants to be foolish enough to
development of western civiliza- write to an unknown company,
tion" to the exclusion of non- advertised by a publication of
western thought. It thus seems to questionable reliability for an
imply, that there are, or, were no untested product, and they get
"intellectuals" in Asia, Africa, or burned, that's his problem.
other Third World countries.
I realize it was a fictitious
That somehow Ghandi,Buddha, example, but the very fact that it
Mohammed, Confucious, and
came to mind indicated the facothers played insignificant roles tors arenot uncommon. We need
in civilization's development.
more "thinking" consumers, not
It seems to me, that, should more "protected" ones.
Carol McLaughlin
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TODAY
Spectator: 2 p.m. staff
meeting. Third floor McCusker.
Songleader candidates: 3:30

p.m. tryouts in Pigott
Auditorium.
TOMORROW
Aegis: 2:30 p.m. mandatory
staff meeting. Second floor McCusker.
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disappointment

react

congratulations

To the editor
The senate has some power
that it hardly ever uses. The
senate should be pushing for the
students' needs. Iwant to bring
up two things in this letter that

To the editor:
Congratulations to the new
officers of "Hui o Nani Hawaii,"
S.U.'s —Hawaiian Club.
President Edralyn— Caberto,
Vice President
—Audreen
Crowder,
Secretary
Kaylia
—
Kahele, Treasurer Brian
— Inaba
and Publicity Director Dayton
Balinbin. And a special "Aloha
and Mahalo" to the graduating
seniors and outgoing officers for
making the '74 and '75 year a
successful one.
Thank you,
Dayton Balinbin
publicity director

To the editor:
It was with a sense of deep might
people's
shock and disappointment to needs. answer some
read the announcement of the
week do you
During
new Spectator editoron May 31 need to usefinals
and the
library,
the
We hold nothingagainst Nath hours don't cope with your
Weber. She will do a fine job as schedule? There might be a
editor and is a fine individual to possibility of changing thehours.
work for.
But we must push for it. The
But how the selection com- library is supposed to be for the
mittee of Fr. Emmett Carroll, students, to meet their needs,
Bob Campbell and Jeff Rietveld since they do pay tuition.
could ignore the qualifications of
matter to

.

Another
be looked
Connie Carlton for editor is into is the credit load paying
beyondcomprehension.
system. Why does a person
Ms. Carlton,a junior,not only to pay the same if they takeahave
ten
ranks number one ing.p.a. in the credit schedule as the normal
official
journalism department, but has
one of the highest g.p.a.s in the fifteen credit load price?
Shouldn't there be a base price
College of Arts and Sciences.
Advance summer quarter
for each? What about the one
Besides serving as copy editor credit
registration will run through
on the fifteen
adding
class
this year, Ms. Carlton wrote an
load. Everycredit over the Friday, from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
investigative story exploring dis- credit
required load is $36. Butchoir is daily. Special evening
crimination suits against the Un- a free credit. Why? What about registration is 4-7:30 p.m. toiversity; did a two-part series on
the one credit classes in Physical day and tomorrow.
Fr. Ryan's thoughts and ideas; Education?
Why can't they be
and wasresponsible for discover- free?
Continuing, new and reading that Dean Ridgway would
These are two possible things mitted students who are unremain at S.U. She had many wecan
work on to changeif there able to advance register may
ideas for next year's Spectator,
interest. We can start register on June 12 or 13 ona
enough
is
but because of the committee's out on the
small things and walk-in basis. Those who
snub she will move on to a more gradually tackle
or question register on June 16, the first
profitable venture next year.
things. We have a right to class day, must do so accorother
prevent
To
such an obvious have our say in how things are
oversight from occurring again, run, since weourselves fund and ding to theirassignedregistrawhich deterwe recommend that the jour- keep the schoolgoing by paying tion numbers
mine the hour they report for
nalism department chairman, tuition.
registration.
John Talevich, initiate a new
John
Shannon
method of choosing the editor.
Senator
As for how such a tilted decision was reached this year, we
suggest two possibilities. Either
personal bias was present in
some members of the selection
You are cordially invited
committee or perhaps the Jesuit
community was frightened of a
to a
crusading editor who might turn
up something embarrassing to
the University.
Reception
Whatever the reason, this decsion cannot help hurting the
honoring
Spectator staff next year. Oneof
most
its
valuable members is
gone;a symbol of the injustice in
The Very Rev. Louis Gaffney, S.J.
today's society.
Sincerely,
retiring President of
John Sutherland
Susan C. Burkhardt
Chimi Ray
Seattle University
Marietheresa Ary
Ben Rinonos
Sunday, May 18,1975
Thomas L. LaVoie
Maureen Hoyt
1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Floyd K. Saiki
Josephine Mallo

notice
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Campion Tower
"What is not good for the
swarm is not good for the
bee." Marcus Aurelius

Seven ASSU positions to be decided today
by Susan Burkhardt

Polling places and times for
today's elections are 8 a.m.-2
p.m. in Liberal Arts and Chieftain, and 8 a.m.-6 p.m. in Bellarmine Hall.
SENATE SEAT #9
"I enjoy being a represen-

tative," said Jeanne Calvin,
junior in political science with an
emphasis in public affairs, concerningher recent trip to California as an MUN delegate for
Jordan.

Jeanne Calvin

"I have a genuine interest in
activities on campus," Ms.
Calvin said. She believes activities provide a different
dimension to college work other
than just studying four years.
Her first priority for the coming
year is building interest in student government.
*
♥

*

SENATE SEAT #10

Joe Straus

Joe Straus, freshman in
political science, pre-law, advocates an expanded speaker
program where speakers are
chosen from all disciplines, and
more daytime activities for offcampus students. Students
should pay less for over-credit
hours, Straus said.
He is serving on the
scholarship and financial aid
committee this yearand has concluded from this experience that
ASSU needs to involve itself
more through its standing committees.
Straus was studentbody president last year at Tyee High
School in South Seattle.
"The senate is a goodplace to
start and a good place from
which to learn," Jan Lowcock,
sophomore in political science,

Jan Lowcock

said concerning herdesire to run
for office.
She has worked on the activities board, orientation and
homecoming committees and
she was student body president
in high school. This year she
helped with International Night
and was one of the MUN
delegates to California for S.U.
Ms. Lowcock believes that the
senate should have more direct
contact with the students.
SENATE SEAT #11
Dan Layman, sophomore in

Dan Layman

general studies, is applying for
re-election to the senate.Layman
is presently the manager for
Tabard Inn.
"I didn't really propose new
legislation during the past year
but Ivoted for the priorities that
the students wanted," he said
concerning his past record.
Layman hopes to get a workingbudget for students in which
the organizations and clubs will
not be tied to full control by
ASSU.
"This current group of
senators, with Fr. Edmund G.
Ryan, S.J., have opened up a
new line of communication
between the administration and
students," Layman said.
SENATE SEAT #12

Barbara Zollars

Barbara Zollars, junior in
political science, would like to
see more off-campus students
involved on-campus. She feels
the entire campus would benefit
from their involvement.
Ms. Zollars is a transfer student from Shoreline where she
was involved in community service.As apolitical science major,
she feels she is "aware of the
every day machinery of student
government."
"I support the idea of the
Spectator being more independent of the administration,"Ms.
Zollars said.
"1 think the senate needs to

solicit the views of individual
students,"
Mike Brown,

sophomore in business,saidconcerning the need for more uniform representationof students.
Brown, a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi, professional business
society, has worked on several
ASSU committees. He is also
the pop machine managerfor the
entire campus.
Brown wants the senate to
work for a closer union between
the administration and the
students.

♥

* *

SOPHOMORE CLASS

PRESIDENT

To make the senate more
representative, Annette Haines,
freshman in psychology, would
like to revise the ASSU Constituition to provide that each
senator should represent a
special group,classorclub. Then
each student could go to the
senator representing his in-

Mike Brown

terests.

"I think S.U.is a really good
school.I've gotten alot out ofit,"
Ms.Haines said. She added that
getting involved is an opportunity to have some say in student
government. Ms. Haines was
senior class secretary in high
school.
* *
♥

JUNIOR CLASS PRESIDENT
Pons Mad, sophomore in

general business from
Micronesia, would like to expand the scope of the ASSU to
provide for the needs of offcampus students. He feels the
senate is not easily accessible to

Annette Haines

everyone.

For better relations between

senate andstudent body,asenate

representative should be
available in Pigott or L.A. in the
mornings, Mad said.
He would like to see the clubs
meet with the ASSU on a more
friendly and frequent basis than
just to ask for funds.
He said that activities should
be evenly spread over the entire
year so that there is always
something to do.
He is a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi, professional business
fraternity, and advertises that if

elected, "you can contact me

whenever you want, 626-5689."

Pons Mad

Chris Bohan, sophomore in
mathematics, would like to take
a hand in student government.
"I'd like to get more involved
with the decisions being made,"
Bohan said.
He felt his desire to do the job
and the knowledge that he could
do it qualified him for the position.

Next year if elected he hopes
"to facilitate input tothe senate."
SENIOR CLASSPRESIDENT

"I think an increasing amount
of ASSU activities should be
consciousness raising activities.
S.U. should be a community
forum for the discussion of
diverse ideas," Mike Hackett,
juniorin political science, saidof
his plan to make S.U. more
aware of the problems facing us

Chris Bohan

today.

He wants to see activist
societies like John Birch and
PaceminTerrisinvited to debate
andanswer questionsconcerning
their views.

"ASSU should work with the
business and marketing
departments to have a food coop,"Hackett said.Healso would
like to coordinate activities
between the seniorclass and the
alumnus association because the
senior students will be its
members in one year's time.
Hackett, former R.A. for
Xavier and current president for
MUN, believes we shouldn't live
pragmatically. He would like to
see the campus raise its moral
consciousness and develop a
sense of community.

Mike Hackett
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Nothing fishy

Ups and downs of diving

by Casey Collins
"I've been spearfishing in the
Caribbean, exploring the
Mediterranean floor, and gliding
over acres of Hawaiian
seagrass," declares NAUI scuba
instructor Spence Campbell,
"but for the greatest variety of
marine life and underwater excitement, Puget Sound is unsurpassed."
After five years of sloshing
around Alki's anenome gardens,
Hood Canal's oyster beds and
Edmonds' octopushideouts, this
writer agrees with Campbell.
HERE'S A GOOD way to get
your feet wet:
First call or visit your local
dive shop. They'll show you what
you need, where to dive, and will
probably suggest that you enroll
in their evening diving classes
which cost about $50. These
classes include swimming exercises, first aid and safety instructions, and a "check out" salt
water graduation dive.
Unless swimming bareback in
43 degree water appeals to you,
the dive shop will measure a
wetsuit of nylon-lined neopreme
in blue, black, orange or green,
rangingfrom $60 to$160. Tanks,
regulators and other equipment
may run from $200 to $600,
depending on quality and
sophistication. Another,
perhaps,better way to outfit is to
check the sports equipment section of the classifieds.
ANYONE WHO KNOWS,
knows that diving alone is
dangerous and foolish. Bring a
date.
No one to dive with? Try a
diving club. The dive shop will
refer you to exploration clubs,
underwater photography or
clubs just to get out and spear
ling cod off a San Juan island.
Lake Washington offers
limited divingenjoyment.Divers
like to surprise attractive sunbathers, to float through Kenmore's sunken forest, and to
catch crawdads. Crawdads, or
crayfish, are small freshwater
crustaceans resembling lobsters.
They're delicious boiled and
buttered.
Did you know that the world's
largest octopi inhabit Puget
Sound? Try stalking these inky
globs off Edmonds' oil piers.
The best place to grab
Dungeness crab is in Hood
Canal. The scenery there is
beautiful above and below the

found indepths of sixty feet. Try
Useless Bay for this one.
DIVING FORSPORTis fun,
diving for work is something
else.Oil companies, construction
companies and the Navy needs
commercial divers. The pay is
high, but there seems now to be
more unemployment among
working divers. A diving school
like Seattle's Diver's Institute of
Technology would have information in that regard.
Golden Gardens attractsmore
than hot-rodding teenagers. Its
anenome beds populated with
hermit crabs and starfish always
give sightseers, photographers,
and aquarium owners much to
work with. Alki is another underwater crowd pleaser.
What about the salmon in the
Sound? Can they be spearfished?
Sorry, migratory fish are legally

exempt. They're too fast and
would not be easy tokill quickly.

Ling cod, on the other hand,are
just like the campus squirrels:
they almost eat from your hand.
Divers sometimes come up with
fish attached to their knives!
Aside from fish, clams and
crabs, Washington waters yield
urchins and sea cucumbers,
reported to be in great demand
among Japanese epicureans.
Local periodicals like The San
Juan Almanac publish recipes
for octopus stew and kelp salad,
so there's no limit to the imaginative chef diver.
Starfish dried and glazed
make attractive wall
arrangements, dogfish teeth
make fine charms, and oyster
—
shells can be "replanted"
diving lends itself to many pursuits.

Jobs listed
at AlumniHouse
In an attempt to help the unemployed student or graduate
findameans
ofemployment, The Spectator willfeatureaoncea-week listingofjobs available through the AlumniHouse. Ifa
job sounds appealing, contact Susan Hunter in the Alumni
House, 626-5875. Details ofjobs listed in The Spectator willbe
posted on a bulletin board in the A lumni House.

The first listing of jobs:

Producer Payroll Clerk,sso.sB per day, fringe benefits, 8:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Budget Analyst,$1,202-$1,407 per month, temporaryposition,
apply today, open until Monday.

—

Human Relations Representative I—lnvestigaor,I Investigator, Dept. of
Human Rights, $862,closes Friday.
Assistant Director, operatingbudget, $22,500 to $27,700, state
board for community college education.

Prep six-year college's namesake unveiled

for three years. In 1583 the two
priests were invited into China.
Presuming that a Western
appearance would excite the
hostility of the Chinese,Fr. Ricci
and Fr. Ruggieri got permission
to adopt the costume of
Buddhists, or bonzes. They
began their work in Chaoching,
insight
theologian and building a small house and a
philospher, geographer and chapel. Hampered by their
mathematician,
diplomat,
linguist and missionary par excellence to the all-butunapproachable realm of
tury China. The Chinese called
him Li Ma-tou, the exalted
Westerner; to the rest of the
world, he was Matteo Ricci, S.J.
St.Francis Xavier had dreamed of amission to China. Matteo
Ricci made the dream a reality.
Byrespecting theculture and the
peopleof China,Ricci won their
respect for himself and the
religion he preached in the
course of a 27-year ministry.
Matteo Ricci was an Italian,
born in 1552. Educated by the
Jesuits, Matteo entered the
—art by kalherine chrislensen
Society of Jesus at the age of 19.
Matteo Ricci
applied
assignment
He
for
to the
foreign missions and finally was
sent to the Indian Province in limited Chinese,they tried not to
1577. He was ordained to the arouse the animosity of their
neighbors. Even so, they were
priesthood in 1580.
Possessing a gift for nearlyexpelledon more than one
languages, Fr. Ricci was chosen occasion.
by his superiors for training in
Fr. Ruggieri, officially in
Chinese, in hopesof future work charge of the mission, left China.
inChina. In three months he was Fr. Ricci became the senior miswater.
able to catch up with another sionary and saved himself and
Another Puget Sound delicacy Jesuit, Fr. Michael Ruggieri, his companion from expulsion
is the goeduck, a large clam who had been studing Chinese from China. Ricci managed to
by Katherine Christensen

With the opening of Matteo
Ricci College in the fall, another
individual will be added to the
list of Jesuit notables whose
names are familiar to the S.U.
community.
The namesake of the new
college was
— a man of talent and

Berkley Street rides at Tabard

maneuver the magistrate into
giving him permission to re-settle
in Shaochow and prepared to
start over.

It wasn't easy. The arrival of
two Chinese assistants helped,

but the missionaries still faced
hostility, occasionalviolenceand
the frustrating sense that they
were getting nowhere. In ten
years the China mission had
produced less than one hundred
converts to Christianity.
A year later, Fr. Ricci was
wounded in an attack on the
mission by a group of drunken
young men. The Chinese
magistrates punished the
culprits,ignoring Fr. Ricci's plea
for clemency. The incident led
Ricci to reconsider the missions
status.

Fr. Ricci had been making an
intensive study of Chinese
thought and literature,including
the Confucian classics, and had
cultivated friends among the
educated class. One result was
that Ricci became convinced he
and his companions were on the
wrong track. Adopting the garb
of Buddhist bonzes had been a
mistake.
At the time, the Jesuits had
been working on the assumption
that the bonzes were revered as
religious, as they were in Japan.
Fr. Riccidiscovered that this was
not the case, learning Chinese
bonzes were frequentlyignorant,
generally disreputable and held
in contempt by the mandarin
class. Beingtaken for bonzeswas
better than flaunting their status
as foreigners, but not much.
There was one segment of
Chinese society that the Jesuits
did resemble in talent, training
andattitude: the graduates,highly educated in the classics and the
sciences. Their manners were impeccable, and their monotheistic
Confucianism was far closer to
Christianity than Buddhist pantheism.
In Macao, Fr. Ricci and Fr.
Alessandro Valignano, his
superior, discussed the idea of
havingthe Jesuits inChinaadopt
the role and status of graduates.
No decision was made just then;
the matter was too serious to
hurry. Later, Fr. Ricci received
permission to make the change.
The coarse grey habit of the
bonzes was to be abandoned in
favor of the graduates' silken
robes.

BERKLEY Street Theatre performs a pantomime at Tabard Inn Night, Sunday. The
Page
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The Jesuit mission in China
entered a new phase.
Fr. Ricci reveled in his new
role as a graduate. He was soon
able to hold his own in any
company and was accepted by
his graduate acquaintances as
one of their own.
Gracious and witty by nature,
Fr. Ricci fit into the elegant
world of princes and mandarins
as though born to it. His
group performed for close to an hour,
prodigious memory was astounphoto by ben rinonos ding to the Chinese. The Confu-
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cian scholars, whose rigorous
training demanded a great deal
of memorization, found it especially impressive.
Eventually Fr. Ricci went to
Peking to get formal persmission
from the Emperor to openly
preach Christianity; he was disappointed.
Ricci stayedin Nanchangfor a
year, then headedback to Peking
with high hopes and a collection
of Western curiosities for the
emperor. Ricci's gifts and talents
won the emperor's good willbut
little else; contrary to legend,
Matteo Ricci never evensaw the
emperor of China. Caught in a
tangle of red tape,it was another
year before hecould move freely
in the capitaland set up a house.
Even then the desired sanction
from China's ruler was not obtained, but he tolerated the mission's presence.
At Peking, Fr. Ricci made full
use of the techniques he had
worked out during his years in
China. His reputation for learning drew visitors in droves.
Head of the house in Peking,
superior of the Chinese mission,
popular author and authority on
Western sciences, Fr. Ricci
found much ofhis time taken up
by social obligations.
In later years, this roundabout, even bizarre, apostolate
would be criticized. ButFr. Ricci
knew what he was doing. An
influential mandarin who would
have turned away in disgust from
a cassock-clad "foreign devil"
preaching on a streetcorner
might sit enthralled while the
tall, blue-eyedgraduate from the
West spoke. Little by little was
spread the Gospel.
However, constant work and
unrelenting responsibility took a
heavy toll. At the age of57, Ricci
was unwell. He finished his
memoirs, put his papersin order,
and designated Fr. Nicolo
Longobardo as the next head of
the mission. Suddenly, Fr. Ricci
became gravely ill and died on
the eveningof May 1 1, 1610. Fr.
Longobardo wrote his superior
in Rome, "With the death ofFr.
Ricci we are left orphans."
Most important was the legacy
of Ricci's mission philosophy.
Fr. Ricci had deliberately shed
the Western trappings of
Christianity to give it a chance to
be truly woven into the fabric of
Chinese culture, a Church
protected not by European force
of arms but by its own inner
strength and the respect of nonChristian neighbors.
In later centuries, greed and
imperialism wouldrevive the image of the "foreign devil," but
Matteo Ricci continued to be
revered as "one who loved
righteousnessand worte books."
Fr. Ricci's example of faith
and understanding survive as a
vibrant tradition even for our
own times.

Horseracing finishes first at Open College
by Val Kincaid

As classes end for the year,
S.U.s second year of open
college classes also comes to a
close. How did some of the open
college classes turn out?
Randy Kaczor teaches the
open college's most popular
class, thoroughbred handicapping. The class is designed to
teach present or potential horse
racing enthusiasts how to pick
the winning horse.
Kaczor teaches 60 to 80
students a session. "I want to aid
people in familiarizing
themselves with materials
available to them at the track,
like the formand the program, so
that they can develop their personal handicap philosophy," he
said.

KACZOR, WHO has been at
the Longacres racetrack since he
was eight, decided to teach
because,"I've always liked horse
racing, and Ijust want to get
people interested before the
season begins." He plans to take
his class out to Longacres May
24 so they can practice their
skills.
Before the class goes to the
track, they will pick their handicaps for the May 24races. The
P-I, a Seattle newspaper, will
print their choices alongside the

choices of the regular P-I handicapper, Joe Mooney.
Larry Dickson, who takes
Kaczor's class, says, "I've
sharpened up on my skills on
reading the race form which
provides you withan awful lotof
information." Dickson appreciates the guest owners,
trainers and handicappers who
come to speak to theclass."This
shows you what people in the
horse racing business
emphasize," he said.
DE WELLE ELLESWORTH
teaches log cabin construction,
both in and out of S.U.s open
college."I got into log constructionin Alaska and Ijust know an
awful lot about it," he said.
Ellesworth decided to teach in
open college because he "wanted
to find a place where Icould
teach logcabin construction and
reach as many people as possible."
Log cabin construction is a
one weekend class. During these
two days, Ellesworth tries to
lecture and then perform every
feasible aspect of log cabin construction. "We go out into the
woods, cut a tree, skida tree, size
it, peel itand lift the log up ona
half-finished log cabin," he said.
"What Itry to dois talk about
the (basic) steps, using an
overhead (projector),photos and

slides. Then we go out and do it."
The class meets for about nine
hours on Saturday and ten hours
on Sunday. After the class,
Ellesworth holds a potluck
dinner and presents a 450-slide
show on different styles of log
cabins and different building
techniques.
Thirteen students have turned
out for Ellesworth's class over
the year. "I'm glad I started
teaching at 5.U.," he said. "I've
met a lot of nice people."
MARY GREISS, who works
the military science office,
teaches Egyptian folk, or belly
dancing. Ms. Greiss decided to
teach the class because "it's the
thing that's being done, and being Egyptian, Iwanted to get the
right idea across to people."
Ms. Greiss uses authentic
Egyptian music for her class and
hopes eventually to have her
students present a show for the
University, perhaps on International Night. She enjoys
teaching the class and will continue teachingifstudents remain
interested.
"So little is known about the
Middle East culture in this part
of the country," she explained.
Ms. Greiss wants "to get the
Egyptian culture across"
through her classes as well as
at

teach dancing
One student who took the
class saidshe wanted to see what
belly dancing was all about. It's
good exercise, she said, and
we've learned how to move our
hands, hips and whole body
gracefully.
"I recommend the class to
people who aren't self-conscious
about moving their body," she
said.

decided that writers didn't make
a very good livelihood. She
began to teach "because—Iwanted
to start writing myself and it's
worked!" Throughher class, Ms.
Kinghammer hopes to train
students to polish their works
and make them salable material
rather than amateur pieces.
The five students in the class
practice exercises designed to
improve their short story plots,
characters, and tone levels. The
class mainly "encourages
writing," the teacher said.
Sue Burkhardt, who takes the
writing class says, "The class is
helping me improve my short
story style." She believes the
class is well taught and Ms.
Kinghammer is a "very good
writer."
"She gives us a chance to
improve our writing, then the
wholeclass reads itand criticizes
it," she said. "It's a forum for
improvement."

JIM HOOD, professional
photographer, teaches beginning
photography in open college.
Hood decided to teach the class
three years ago,beginning in the
U.W. experimental college.
An S.U. student who takes
Hood's class this quarter,
Ibraham Fayez, travels to the
U.W. for hissessions. Fayeztook
the class because photography
interests him. He has learned
from the class how to make his
own film and how to take double
exposure photos. Fayez
TOMLA VOIEteaches guitar
recommends the class to any
interested person. "They'll enjoy sing-along in open college, "just
the class and get a lot out of it," for fun. Ilike to play and sing,
and when you get together witha
he said.
lot of people, it's always more
KAY KINGHAMMER fun," he said.
La Voie's goal is to help his
teaches writing for fun and
profit. Ms. Kinghammer at one students learn to play for singtime wanted to become a along type audiences. The
professional writer, but later students like mellow artists like
John Denver and the course
focuses on similar music, with
one or two songs each week.
Joan Gearhart, one of his
students, says learning in the
class is fun. "He's giving us new
songs, we're learning how to bar,
and (we're) learning new scales
and chords," she said.

ED LONG teaches ballroom
dancing. Josetta Bradley, one of
his 20 students this quarter, said,
"He's really at ease with his
teaching and works well with
large groups of pepple." The
class has learned the cha-cha, the
swing and the fox trot. "I enjoy
ballroom dancing," Ms. Bradley
said. "It's more innovative than
modern dancing. Iencourage
anyone interested to take it."
Ms. Bradley put her
knowledge to use when she and
others in the class went out to the
Seattle Centerand danced to the
music of a 1940's band.
MEDRICE COLUCCIO
teaches tennis in the open
college. She enjoys teaching
the class and directs her class
with the idea to make the
student's game fun. She plans to
teach again next year when she
has more time.

Sales
Management

Trainee
Applicants must be stable
and have some experience in
sales. This is a two year
program. You will be trained
to market life insurance,
variable annuities and
mutual funds for family and
business markets. $650 a
month salary plus commission with life, hospital, disability income and pension
benefits.
This career opportunity is
approved by Veterans on the
job training program.
Call546-4151. TheJohnHancock, an equal opportunity
employer.
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by Chuck Curtis

Well, it look,s like we have another student newspaper on campus
called the Devil's Advocate,a fine example of the high journalistic
technique and style that seems to run rampant in this institute of

higher learning.

Liane Swegle:a shooting star
by Chuck Curtis
S.U.s Liane Swegle is thebest
880-runner in the Northwest this
year. Her best time of 2:09 flat is
the best time in this area by four
seconds over her top closest competitor.
She has qualified for the
national AIWA meet, to be held
in Corvallis this weekend. A
good showing would probably
qualify her for a shot in the trials
for the Pan American games,
which will be held at UCLA in
late August. Ms. Swegle willalso
run in the National AAU meetin

In this fine monthly, a reporter who prefers to remain anonymous
decided to write a little ditty on the "intermural" department, which I
found to be somewhat amazing. Thearticle begins by saying that the
intramural (yes, that's the proper spelling) department has the right
idea. They let students enjoy themselves and relax through sports.
Then our unidentified author goes on to describe the various
problems with the intramural program and its organizers. Granted,
the department is far from perfect. What department oncampus is? June.
feel that this author does justice to the
department
intramurals
or The Spectator in his/her dissertation.
Why, you ask? (stunned that Idare buck ourownreal student paper's
first issue). Well, since you asked, I'm willing to tell.
The Devil's Advocate's first complaint is that new campusstudents
and students who live off campus don't know anyone forming a team
or enough people to form their own team.Well, thisis alittle silly, as
every poster placed on campus and every article in The Spectator
HOWEVER, Idon't

states.

Anyone can call the intramural office and be placed ona team. I
know this for a fact. Ididit in my freshman year andI'veseenitdone
twice this year for people who took the time to call the i.m. office to
find a team.

The numbers arein the paper and onall posters,so whosefault is it,
the individuals or the intramurals program?
DUETO THIS "lack of information," the Advocate says, there are
veryfew intramural teams. I'm glad you mentioned this. It seemed to
escape me. Isaw 11 intramural men's football teams, 16 men's
basketball teams and 10 men's softball teams this year.
The women were unable to come up with any football teams,and
there were only three in basketball, but they came through with eight
softball teams.
On campus alone, there shouldbe enough womento form at least
ten or twelve basketball teams. The women have had equal
opportunity to form football and basketball teams, but they haven't
been able to urge friends or whatever to form large leagues.
Idon't feel that you can validly state that lack of information is the
reason for so few teams.Thereare quite a few teams, and thereason
there aren't more teams isn't the fault if the i.m. program. It's the
fault of individuals whodon't spend the time to call thei.m. office or
find somebody who is forming a team.
TROPHIES ARE presented to league champs. Try going to the
i.m. office between 1:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Monday throughThursday.
As far as acknowledging the championship results, you may have
forgotten that The Spectator isn't published during the final's week.
The championship games in football and men and women's
basketball were played too late to publish. They could have been
written two weeks later,but noone offered me game descriptions or
scores. Ifthe particular participants want ink, theycan simply call the
Spec or come up and see me.
Iapologize for being able to print only some of the intramurals
softball scores. Iwas unable at the time to get allof the scores. They
have since been brought up to date.
You acknowledge that girls can blame only themselves for three
basketball teams. Iagree. Those who participated showed a game of
basketball that was definitely different. It was certainly fun to watch.
Ihope that the women can get a few more teams next year,but they
will have to inspire themselves.
You managed also tobring the Seattle Parks Department into the
story. But they have been blowing it from time to time forfour or five
years, and their mixups are expected by those who participate in the
program.
You mention The Spectator's lack of information and coverage.
Well, 1do my best,and I
have managed to get almost every scoreall
year long and also the schedule. Wedon'thave time to write up all the
games, and we certainly don't suffer from lack on information as
badly as you seem to.

MS. SWEGLE is a slender,

black-haired woman, about 57"
whoclaims she usually can't pass
for her 21 years. Sheisa junior in
nursing, and between classes and
nursing workouts, she is able to
find much to keep her busy.
The trackster is finding it hard
to get teachers to give her breaks
when track meetstake her out of
Seattle. "A lot of teachers cooperate,but some don't feelright
about doing me favors.Itmakes
things very hard, especially
writing papers."

THIS SUMMER,Ms.Swegle
will work at Virginia Mason
Hospital, working as a team
leader for new student nurses in
basic patient care. When Ms.
Swegle's not running or going to
school, she likes to do anything
but study or think about
track.
If there is time, hiking and
camping are favorite activities.
After a mix-up in the AIWA
regional meet in Eugene last
weekend in which the meet sponsors didn't receive herentryform
and thus prevented her from
running, she is beginning to get
psyched for the meet this
weekend.
The AIWA regional meet is a
big meet with three of the
foremost runners in the nation
participating. Wendy Knoudson
from Colorado, and Francie
Zarrieu and Julie Brown from
UCLA will run against Liane.
Ms. Swegle says "this is a big
one, but I'm not peaking yet."
She is hoping for the Pan
American trials and the June
AAU meets this summer.
WITH AN INTENSE VA
hour workout every day and
constant travelling, Ms. Swegle
hardly leads a normal student
life. She must get her foot taped
twice daily due to an arch which
she strained in Februaryandisn't
back to normal yet.
She claims school "gets really
bad late in the year. It's really
hard to concentrate before a
race," she said. "I take my books
and read on the road, but before
the race,the words get jumbled.I
have to put school out of my
mind because there is so much
pressure before a race Ihave to
get up."
Ms. Swegle started running
when she was ten. "1 joined the
CYO track team, and after a
while someone from the AAU
saw me and asked me torun for
them." The long-time runner
comes from a very athletic family, that includes three brothers
who participated in track,
baseball, basketball, football

YOUR ARTICLE has good points, but it is written in such a
superficial way that you do justice to noone by writing it. Ifyou feel
that the Spec doesn't cover enough, why don't you come to the Spec
offices and help write? Youseem to beable to write,whydon't you do
something constructive for the paper?
In writingyour story, you didn't bother to talk to the head of the
intramurals department or myself, the two people you blame for
making intramurals less successful than they could be. Wheredid you
gather your information?
This article is written by an outsider who seems to know more
about intramurals than anyone else, but Iwonder if you really do.
This article could've been great if you wrote with someresponsibility
to those involved.
Youdecide to criticize without suggesting what canbe done to help and soccer.
the situation. Idon't think you know what goes on, as far as
intramurals go. Maybe if you had done a little research, you could
LIANE SWEGLE, possibly
have writtena responsible article witha little documentation to back the nation's only one-woman
up your criticism.
track team is a very easy person
to talk to. Sheis extremelypolite
A NAMEon thearticle would'vebeennice, too,but ofcourse,"All and friendly, with an honest
writers are responsible for their printed material, therefore, it is smile. She says: "I'm happy with
required that all submitted articles must be signed." This does not inn life as it is. Ilike a fast pace,
mean that your name will be printed within the paper or released to to get up and go. Ican't see
nosy authorities. Itonly protects the innocent fromlibel because this quitting running after graduais a free and public paper."
tion. I'd like to be runninga long
Iwouldn't want to take away your freedom. Next time you writean time."
Ms. Swegle gets bummed out
article criticizing a department and a newspaper,document what you by the female jock label,claiming
say. Don't write a shallow, one-sided article that obviously reflects
that whenever she talks to peothe opinion and experience of one freshmanin a school with at least ple,
they find out she's into track
150 participants in a program.
and
that's allthey can talk about.
By the way, i.m. is spelled i-n-t-r-a-m-u-r-a-l, not i-n-t-e-r-m-u-r-aL
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season, indoor and out. If you

sports. She represents S.U. well,
and her track accomplishments
stand for themselves. She has
been defeated only once this

&]"

see her on campus, be sure
— and
say 'hi." Do her a favor don't
ask her about track.
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VETERANS

WANTED

Ex-servicemen in college who are qualified can
earn an Army Officer's commissionwhilestudying for a bachelor's degree. Get your G.I Bill
benefits plus $100 a month while in school,
$10,000 a year to start after graduation.
Call Captain Gordon Larson at
626-5775
at Seattle University.
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The Seattle University Veterans Affairs office is designated to provide
Veterans and other eligible persons assisitance with:

Information

Applications for Benefits
Late and Undelivered Checks
Many other matters

//e/ie's a 6ette/i idea//

For Prompt action, whatever the question or porblem, stop by this office
first before calling the VA Regional Office.
The Veterans Office is located in the Seattle University bookstorebuilding,
Financial Aid office, (626-6560) and is staffed by:
Bill Pebley— Veterans Coordinator
Jim decker Veterans Administration Vet Rep
Shirley Speese— Secretary
Roger Schofield Administrative Assisitant

—
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BIOENVHtONNIENTAL
ENGINEERS
The
force offers you a career in this new field
— asAir
an officer.
Air Force Bioenvironmentai Engineers applyknowledge
of engineeringand biological sciences for the control of
health hazards in industrial operation, protection and
maintenance of human health and efficiency, and
the control and enhancement of environmental quality.
They participate in development of procedures,
techniques and equipment. Conduct or supervise
environmental engineering services and may participate
in medical facility and biomedical research.
You are eligible if you:
♥Have or will soon receive a Bachelor's degree in any
engineeringspecialty from an engineering program
accredited by the Engineers Council for Professional
Development.
♥Arebetweenthe ages 21 and 35 and a citizen of theU.S.
You willbe an Air Force officer and get:
♥Good salary, promotion and pay increases
♥30 days paid vacation a year
♥Living and housing allowances
♥Travel and educational opportunities
♥Unlimited medical and dental care
For further information about the opportunities
and advantages offered in this new field, write:

MEDICAL RECRUITING TEAM
300120TH AYE NE,BLDG 3, SUITE 200
BELL£VUE,WA 98005

Oleynick reveals feelings on life, basketball
down and Ican help people like a sacrifice there. I worked hard
Ithink it paid off both for
Frank Oleynick, S.U.s All- that. Ithink Ican do what the and
myself and for S.U.
permits,
I
think
I'mthat
defense
player;
basetball
how
American
you like the people
Q: Do
many people know anything type of player.
here, the school?
around
you
say
your
would
to
What
him,
other
than
helikes
Q:
about
A: Yeah, Ihad to make an
are?
wear shorts and a tank top and weakest points
A: Right now,moving without adjustment coming here, not in
play with a ball in front of 2,000
the ball anddefense. I'mdefinite- basketball, but in my life. Back
people?
East coast, everything is
Maybe this willgive the people ly going to have to work on on the
moving
defense,
but
of
scouts
fast
and people are in a
most
the
who don't know much about
him, a little insight. Frank is not and generalmanagersI'vetalked hurry. It's more dog-cat-dog.
here, people are friendlier
too different from you or me; to say everybody coming out of Out
1 had to look
he's a 20 year-old junior in college has to work on defense. and nicer to you. myself.
After I
college who is bright, open and The pro game is a different game, around andcheck
it's more of a helping defense, did Igot toknowalot of peopleI
excellent in basketball games.
became good friends with them.
He is willing to speak openly like Golden State.
youimproved
Q: Does it bother you when
about his thoughts onlife and on
Q: Do you think
basketball, which is amajor part your man-to-man defense this people walk up and just start
talking to you?
year?
of his life.
A:No, Ithink I'm basically an
definitely
Yeah,
I
think
I
think
of
last
A:
you
Q: What did
person to get along with.I'm
easy
day
of
improved from the first
year's team?
kind, but I
A: Being picked first in the practice, but not as much as I not the Holler Joe
myself
shy. I
don't
consider
have,
of
mostly
because
league, we didn't know what it could
defensive
at
might
be
a
little
being
the
to
situation
I'm
in
to
win
and
what
it
took
the
took
shy.
times,
but
not
Most
of
leading
scorer.
measure up to those standards. team's
Q: Is a college degree imporQ: At times during the season the offense is built around me tant
to you?
if
Ihad
more
probably
you seemed to bepouting on the and
A: Yeah, I
think it's important,
court. What effect did this have stamina I would play better
Ican get out of
for
what
but
not
closing
defense,
in
the
because
on you and the team?
A: It was bad for me and bad minutes Iknow it's going to it, like a job or something like
for the
for the team. It was a thing in come down to me if we're down that. Ithink it'simportant
satisfaction of me doing it. Right
which I was disgusted with and Ihave to pull us back. Most now,
I'm definitely going to
myself and the team's play. Ac- of my energy is geared towards
can. IfI
tually,it didn't help either one of that, which is definitely wrong, make it my life's work if I
that
far.
If
not
this
I
can
make
it
year
situation.
This
to
where
two
it's
the
point
but
us. It got the
led year, next year. But when the
or three times, it (the pouting) was the shooter, scorer and I
was obvious,sometimes it wasn't the team in assists. Most of the time comes for me to get my head
and get
obvious. But Iknew, that when time Iwas trying to get shots off together on academics
Iwant to getout of
of
it
what
out
trying
points
two
or
to
score
and
down
the
lane
and
I'd come
it's not the competition of
—
three times and penetrate and it that's not my game. I'm not as it;
but the knowledge
grades,
hands,
scoring
somebody's
effective
like
that.
You
off
go
would
that's what Iwant. As far as that
it would disgust me. It's very notice in myhigh scoring games I goes
Iwant a degree for the
depressing to keep doing that. had a high number of assists.
knowledge.
I'd like to geta clause
think
you
do
of
the
Things like that bother inQ: What
sign to
dividuals and it's something I Seattle area? Are you glad you in my contract when I
finish
school.
help
college
me
your
play
here
to
came
have to work on.
Q: Are you going to school
Q: Do you think this could ball? Yeah,
just to play basketball?
I
came
to
now
glad
due
the
I'm
have been
to
fact that
A:
A: No,I'm into the collegelife.
there were alot of young players Seattle. It's probably the best
I
who were a little awed by the break I've hadin my life. I'mable I'm into life and Idig people.
to
go
should
everyone
college
think
major
to participate in a
college game and by you?
A: Yeah, that's definitely true program although the situation college whether they're into
you
because they were thrown right I'm in right now, people tend to academics or not because
academics
have
to
be
into
I
with.
don't
up
plays
and
come
any
expect
the
fire
didn't
have
the
into
college.There's people
pre-game or pre-season. We had You and I were freshmen to be intomeet,
people who can
good drills but it's not the same together, but I'm sure you you can
life. You can
you
help
I
in
later
thing.
I
had
to
dues.
paymy
remember
as a game, which is a bad
maybe find one to
Practice gives tough competi- sat on the bench for ten games meet girls, with,
something like
tion, but it's not like the and I thought all the time I settle down
should be starting.Ithink Imade that. If you're in a job situation
matchups in a game.
Q: When did you start playing
ball; when did you decide you
wanted to make it your life?
A: About ten yearsold, when 1
just started to get into it. Iwas
about 13, a freshman in high
school when Idecided toplay for
by Chuck Curtis

here,and everything I've got out
here
has come from basketball.
routine.
You
much
get into
can't be free to do other things. I'm glad Icame to Seattle— l
There's a lot to learnabout life in have a lot of good friends here. I
college that doesn't come from have a goodrelationship with the
coaching staffand some teachers
the classroom.
here. If it wasn't for basketQ: Do you think you found out
ball, Idon't know what I'd be
yourself through basketball?
A: Well, basketball's given me doing. I'dprobably be out in the
everything. It brought me out streets.

right out ot high school, you'll
too

Booters take third
in WSU tourney
The S.U. soccer teamhas been
on the road the past two weeks,
competing in the Washington
State University Invitational
tournament and against the
British Columbia All-Stars.
The WSU tournament
brought togethereight of the top;
Northwest college soccer teams.
IN THEIR FIRST game the
Chiefs showed an explosive
offense, ripping the Western
Washington State Vikings'
defense, in a 10-5 verdict.
Later in the same day, the
squad took on the University of
Montana Grizzlies and again
showed a potent offense, as well
as tight defense,in a7-1 decision.
The offensive attack was led by_
TimAllen and Dave Hammer up
as a tight defense, in a -1 decision. The offensive attack was
led by Tim Allen and Dave
Hammer up front, with Scott
Shoemaker, Trevor Fernandes
and Steve Allen controlling the
midfield.
The defense was sparked with

Steve "Andy" Anderson in the
nets andDan Dapperassweeper,
who combined to shut off the
Grizzly attack.
THE TOLL of two games in

one day affected the Chiefs the
next dayagainst SPC. Obviously
tired, the sore Chiefs stayed in
the game, but lost by a close 2-1

count.

The team scored 18 goals in
the three games and placed third
in the tournament.
Last weekend the Chieftains

took on St. Alice, a team of
British Columbia All-Stars. The
All-Stars were victorious by a3-2

margin.

The Canadians were awarded

a controversial goal andone goal
was taken away from the Chiefs

by the referee. The game was
marred by poor sportsmanship
on the Canadians' part, but the
S.U. players kept their cool, according to Pat Benedict, one of
the team's members.

Newsbriefs

life.

Q: What are some of the
differences in style in the East
and the West?
A: Well, for my position as
guard, there's shooters and
penetrators, sometimes both.
When Ifirst got out here,guards
were big shooters like Rodney
and Phil Smith. At the time there
weren't many who liked to take
the ball to the basket like Ido. I
like to create things for my teammates, draw fouls and create
mismatches. They didn't like to
do that when Icame out there. I
think when Iwas a freshman,my
style was all driving. By my
sophomore year they werebeginning to know me, so they sluffed
off on me and Ihad to develop
my outside shot. That's what 1
did all summer after my
freshman year— if they ever
slacked off, I could hit.
Freshman year, I was the
playmaker. Iinitiated the action
which is more or less whatI'll do
next year if Icome back.
Q: What do you think your
draftable talents are?
A: I think my role will be a
playmaker in the pro's. Ithink I
can keep any defense honest. I
can hit shots, but due to my size
and first-step quickness, 1think
I'd like to get inside the defense.
In the pro's it'smuch easier to get
assists. There's three or four
great shooters in some cases.
You're also playing with a quality big man, not so in college, in
my situation. Ithink those guys
will be waiting when I come

assu cruise

golf

clinic,

raffle

A golf clinic,sponsored by S.U. golf team,is scheduled for6 to 9
The ASSU is sponsoring acruise on Puget Sound from 8:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Astrogym at Connolly P.E. Center. Tickets
to 12:30 a.m. Saturday. The boat will leave from pier 56. Music to to.m. $1
will
be
by
tost each.
Breakaway and refreshments
boogie by will be provided
The ticket holder is eligible for raffle prizes. First prize is a new
served.
clubs, irons, golf balls and a golf bag.
of
set
No jeans are allowed.
2-4:30
Tickets
are on sale at the sports information office at the Center
from
in
the
ASSUoffices
$5
cost
available
Tickets
andare
9
to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
in
from
a.m.
p.m.,
4:30-6
and
p.m.
lobby
and
from noon-1
p.m., in Bellarmine
the Chieftain, noon-1:30 p.m.

business banquet

middle east discussion

Students who haven't purchased tickets for the Associated
The Organization of Arab Students is sponsoringadiscussion of
Students of Business spring banquet may do so through Friday.
third
floor.
Tickets
Pigott,
in
open
A ticket booth is
from 9-12 a.m.
the current Middle East situation at noon today in Barman
cost $7.50.
Auditorium. A student panel will discuss the situation for twenty
minutes, then there will be open discussion. Everyone is welcome.

canoe

trip
All students are invited to the Very Rev. Louis Gaffney's
Pathfinders is sponsoring a canoe trip down the Sammamish
reception from 1-5 p.m. on May 18 at Campion Towers. The
reception will honor Fr. Gaffney's retirement from the presidency of Slough on Sunday. Those wishing to go must attend the
organizational meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow.
S.U.
gaffney

reception

stationery
People who ordered stationery from Phi Beta can pick it up 9
a.m.-4 p.m. today in the S.U. bookstore.

speech

sociology dinner

Hey, sociology majors, your dollar and signature for food are
needed at Fr. Goodwin's office, Marian 207, TODAY, for the
sociology dinner.

A reading hour sponsored by S.U.s speech department is at
noon today in A. A. Lemieux Library Auditorium.
Members of the oral interpretation class will present a selection
The King County BloodBank will be in Chez Moifrom 9a.m. to
of favorite readings free of charge and open to the public.
3 p.m. Monday to take blood donations from students and faculty. A
First place winner in the Intramural College Mini- Phi O's and SWANS are sponsoring the drive.
Tournament ininterpretativereading is invited to be a guest reader.

dinner drive

cloud chamber

dental, mcd interviews

Students wishing to apply for admittance to medical or dental
Physics department's cloud chamber isonce again operating for
during 1975-76 should consult with Dr. Santisteban,
schools
through
Friday
the general public to view 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday
Garrand 88, or Dr. Read,Barman 612, to make arrangements foran
across the hall from Barman 304.
with the pre-mcd pre-dent committee before the end of
they
as
interview
pass
particles
Thechamber shows the paths of subatomic
through.

spring quarter.
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counselor 107Cherry St., Room 205,

l/f^JELLYS PHOTOGRAPHY 98104:
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Ex- VETS-Can you use an extra $100 a
month during your last two years of
college? Does the prospect of earning an Army Officer's commission
when you graduate appeal to you?
Ca CaP tain Gordon Larson at 626,
5775 at Seattle University.
You can still acquire public land
Ride wanted: Rainier Beach area, 8- FREE! Government LandD|gest Box
call
Please
626-5416.
daily.
4:30
2217, Norman, Oklahoma 73069.
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Quality Xerox
& Printing
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cellent location. Walk to campus,
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School's almost over. But when
you're packing your bags for home,
there's one thing you can leave behind your checking account.
We'll keep it open for you all
summer with no service charge, as
long as ybur account remains mac-
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tive. You can still use your account
any time during the summer and
pay only the normal charge for the
checks you use.
Either way, your account will be
ready and waiting when you come
back to school in September. You'll

be able to use your checkbook immediately —to buy all those other

_ _ _ _ _ ,_> |¥

books,
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